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Cover illustration
Single crystals of mercury iodide are candidates for room-tem
perature semiconducting detectors. They can be grown at pre
sent to up to 1000 g in weight using vapour-phase methods.
Fundamental studies in the context of the proposed EUROCRYST initiative would aim to elucidate the origins of defects for
positively charged carriers that currently limit the application of
this novel material (see page 28).
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Full Steam Ahead
Mark Siegrist who chairs the Editorial Board dis
cusses the development of Europhysics News.
Discussions have been held In EPS committees for
some time on how to improve the appeal of Euro
physics News, the single most visible sign of the exis
tence and activities of the European Physical Society.
There has always been general agreement that
EN should one day become TPIE European bulletin
for the physics community, and play a role some
what similar to that of Physics Today. However, the
stumbling block has always been the financial situa
tion which at best allowed for adiabatic grow.
Several attempts to render Europhysics News
more attractive have been made over the years by
changing the layout, general format and structure.
Scientific articles were introduced in Volume 5 and
right from start they been appreciated for their quality.
Authors have always been carefully selected In order
to produce interesting reports on scientific achieve
ments in a form which can easily be digested by
non-experts. When rubriques were introduced or the
Importance of existing ones emphasized, one always
tried to do this In addition to, and not instead of,
scientific articles.
It was a hard blow when the Executive was obliged
to reduce the number of issues published each year
from 10 to a minimum of six. All other available
means of equilibrating the Society's budget having
been exploited, it had become unavoidable to curtail
the expenditure on EN following the introduction of
the National Society Member category which led to
circulation doubling.
The idea cropped up to try to restore the health
of the bulletin by collaborating with a commercial
publisher. As a result of detailed discussions, an offer
of Springer-Verlag has been retained which foresees
a financial Infusion for a three-year test period, during
which time the financial balance should be restored.
Further discussion will see if Springer should take
over production and try to Increase revenues, with full
editorial responsibility remaining with EPS.
As the first visible signs of the collaboration, the
Springer label now appears on the front cover and
R. Poerschke joins the Editorial Board. The Editor is
also introducing more rubriques as these will become
the basis for a larger and more appealing magazine
addressing a broader audience.
Great optimism stimulates the Executive as well
as the Editor and his Board to make an all-out
effort to guarantee the success of this new venture —
one which may eventually allow us to realize the
years’-old dream of a substantial and high-quality
bulletin for all of Europe’s physicists.

